
Events of the 1960s and 1970s were marked as much by revolutionary promise as they were by various forms of 
repression of civil liberties. In the South, the intensity of this contradiction reached unstoppable levels: in Latin 
America, the process of radicalization was inseparable from artistic activism that smashed the barriers of the 
art world and took part in the transformation of the whole environment.

A condensed version of this concept appears in the manifesto that Roberto Jacoby 
(1944) presented at the collective exhibition Experiences 68 at the Di Tella Institute in 
Buenos Aires, as part of his work Message in the Di Tella, 1968. With express references 
to the present (racism, the war in Vietnam, news stories on subjects like May 68 arriving 
by teleprinter) the manifesto-artwork’s argument was that art should be dissolved into 
social life, and that the conditions of existence of humans and works of art needed to be 
changed. The artists’ own destruction of the group of works in Experiences 68 encap-
sulated one of Jacoby’s postulates: “The future of art is not connected to the creation 
of works, but to the definition of new concepts of life, with the artist as propagandist for 
these concepts.”

Directly opposed to this revolutionary angst, a succession of military coups drew up a new 
map for Latin American art. In 1973, the year of Pinochet’s coup, Juan Carlos Romero 
(1931) presented his installation Violence, consisting of texts, pictures, newspaper head-
lines and posters. Romero was doing a “live” recording of a conflict that was taking over 
the streets, showing how small the gap was between a word (“violence”) and its reality.

The body, too, was used as a support for projects with political content. El perchero (The 
Clothes Rack, 1975) by Carlos Leppe (1952) consists of three photographs of the artist 
dressed as a woman, lined up along a wooden clothes rack. Leppe was cross-referencing 
the military order that the Chilean dictatorship was imposing on bodies (from torture and 
amputation to physical disappearance) with the gender imposition associated with to-
talitarianism. In Chile as well, the group CADA (Colectivo de Acciones de Arte) used direct 
action in public spaces as a tool to redefine the conditions of its creative participation and 
to transform everyday social behaviour. Para no morir de hambre en el arte (1979) is an 
emblematic work that marks the group’s political and aesthetic intentions; the presence 
of milk makes reference to the shortages endured by the people of Chile and the projects 
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that the deposed Salvador Allende and his 
democratically-elected government had 
undertaken to reduce the hardships, only 
to be interrupted by Pinochet’s coup de 
etat.

In 1968 art was recruited for an active role 
in the radicalized course that history was 
taking, but during the 1970s, when the 
dictatorships’ violence was obliterating 
all revolutionary demands, risk-taking in 
art found new strategies of resistance, in 
an attempt at re-appropriating a public 
sphere that had been occupied and mili-
tarized. 
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The radical questioning of art and its practices that took hold in the 1960s and 1970s was not limited to the 
plastic arts, it was also happening in film. In the world of documentary, revolts and sociopolitical movements 
gave rise to an ideological cinema the like of which had never previously existed. La hora de los hornos (The Hour 
of the Furnaces, 1968) by Fernando Solanas (1936) and Octavio Getino (1935) made a very clear, fundamen-
tal contribution to the redefining of political cinema, and became a model for post-May 68 militant internatio-

Using a similar method to the Latin American artists shown in the previous room, and aga-
inst the same background of major social upheaval and political crackdowns, Solanas and 
Getino managed to produce, distribute and show their film using a variety of strategies to 
get round General Juan Carlos Onganía’s dictatorial political repression in Argentina. They 
built up a nationwide network of groups responsible for the clandestine distribution of the 
film: popular organizations and workers’ and students’ groups. Projection was controlled by 
a narrator who would stop the film every time anybody wanted to debate a point or suggest 
ideas for the revolutionary struggle. Internationally, it was shown at events including the 
Pesaro International Film Festival of New Cinema and the Cannes Film Festival.

The film is divided into three parts: Neocolonialism and Violence, Act for Liberation and Vio-
lence and Liberation. The first is being shown in this room because it is the most innovative 
and experimental in terms of its use of film language. With its 88 minute duration and or-
ganization into thirteen film essays analyzing Argentine and Latin American history from 
outside the official perspective, the film is constructed like a collage with images taken 
from the press and documentary films like Fernando Birri’s Tire dié and Humberto Ríos’ 
Faena, quotes from Frantz Fanon, Juan D. Perón and Ernesto Che Guevara (to whom the 
film is largely dedicated) and snatches of music that reinforce the idea of calling people to 
violence, such as the insistent African drums. All this builds into an emotionally powerful 
film with one very clear objective: to show and to change the reality of the people of La-
tin America. So the film becomes a theoretical-practical experience, and it was precisely 
because of making the film that the authors decided to create the Cine Liberación group, 
which produced the manifesto-document Hacia un Tercer Cine (Towards a Third Cinema, 
1969) setting out the ideological and aesthetic bases of their acts. The group saw the pro-
jector as a weapon firing twenty-four frames a second, a weapon whose target was the 
passive spectator - a “coward and traitor” in Fanon’s words – to goad him onto joining the 
revolutionary activity.

F.E. Solanas y O. Getino
La hora de los hornos, 1968
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A condensed version of this concept ap-
pears in the manifesto that Roberto Jacoby 
(1944) presented at the collective exhibi-
tion Experiences 68 at the Di Tella Institute 
in Buenos Aires, as part of his work Messa-
ge in the Di Tella, 1968. With express re-
ferences to the present (racism, the war in 
Vietnam, news stories on subjects like May 
68 arriving by teleprinter) the manifesto-
artwork’s argument was that art should be 
dissolved into social life, and that the con-
ditions of existence of humans and works of 
art needed to be changed. The artists’ own 
destruction of the group of works in Expe-
riences 68 encapsulated one of Jacoby’s 
postulates: “The future of art is not con-
nected to the creation of works, but to the 
definition of new concepts of life, with the 
artist as propagandist for these concepts.”

Directly opposed to this revolutionary 
angst, a succession of military coups drew 
up a new map for Latin American art. In 
1973, the year of Pinochet’s coup, Juan 
Carlos Romero (1931) presented his ins-
tallation Violence, consisting of texts, pic-
tures, newspaper headlines and posters. 
Romero was doing a “live” recording of a 
conflict that was taking over the streets, 
showing how small the gap was between a 
word (“violence”) and its reality.

The body, too, was used as a support for 
projects with political content. El perchero 
(The Clothes Rack, 1975) by Carlos Lep-
pe (1952) consists of three photographs 
of the artist dressed as a woman, lined up 
along a wooden clothes rack. Leppe was 
cross-referencing the military order that 
the Chilean dictatorship was imposing on 
bodies (from torture and amputation to 
physical disappearance) with the gender 
imposition associated with totalitarianism. 
Also in Chile, the C.A.D.A. group (Art Action 
Collective) blocked the façade of Santia-
go de Chile’s National Museum of Fine Art 
with an action called Inversión de escena 
(Scene Inversion, 1975), which consisted 
of running a huge canvas across the en-
trance of the museum, enclosing it both as 
a symbol of the official culture of the dicta-
torship, and postulating the city itself as a 
setting for poetic action. 

In 1968 art was recruited for an active role 
in the radicalized course that history was 

taking, but during the 1970s, when the 
dictatorships’ violence was obliterating all 
revolutionary demands, risk-taking in art 
found new strategies of resistance, in an 
attempt at re-appropriating a public sphere 
that had been occupied and militarized. 
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